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"As we've grown older, the results have been surprisingly good," On a far more intimate level,
Carter paints a glowing portrait of his happy relationship to Rosalynn, a romantic relationship
that deepened if they became grandparents. Today in his seventies, President Carter hasn't
enjoyed even more prestige or impact on the world stage, nor offers he ever felt more profound
happiness with himself, along with his accomplishments, and along with his much loved wife,
Rosalynn.The Virtues of Aging celebrates both the blessings which come to us as we grow older
and the blessings older people can bestow upon others. Blending memoir, anecdote, political
savvy, and practical information, this book really illuminates the rich promises of growing
older.As the book unfolds, President Carter delves into issues he and millions of others confront
in planning retirement, undertaking new exercise and diet regimens, dealing with age prejudice,
and sorting out key political questions. At fifty-six, having lost a presidential election, he found
himself involuntarily retired from a job he loved and facing a big debts on his farm and
warehouse business. Here as well are amazing sketches of globe leaders, Nobel laureates, and
great thinkers President Carter provides been privileged to know--and the beneficial lessons on
aging he learned from them.The approach to old age was not an easy one for President Carter.
writes previous president Jimmy Carter in this sensible, deeply personal meditation on the brand
new experiences that come to us with age. President Carter writes movingly here of how he and
Rosalynn overcame their despair and disappointment as collectively they met the challenges
ahead. In The Virtues of Aging, Jimmy Carter shares the data and the pleasures that age group
have brought him. A significant and moving reserve, created with gentleness, humor, and like,
The Virtues of Maturing can be a treasure for readers of all ages.
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Set a fresh life path This is a beautifully written book in fact it is helping me gain a new
perspective. Some of this concept I have been practiced, others just a couple of and others none.
Getting older is not an end - not if I don't wish it. It is a time for renewal and rebirth.President
Carter offers us his personal insight about aging and I adored it. C and revel in his writing design.
He faced so many worse events at age group 56 and beyond - than I possibly could ever face. He
has trained me to become resilient and approach my life with a fresh positive outlook.. The
losses one encounters through the ageing procedure must be accepted gracefully . Another
thought provoking reserve by Jimmy Carter THE VIRTUES OF AGING by Jimmy CarterFebruary 25,
2006Amazon Ranking: ****In THE VIRTUES OF AGING, President Jimmy Carter writes in what a
senior citizen can do to experience fulfilled and productive in ones last stage of existence. Ones
attitude and types faith makes the trip better. I always enjoy reading Carter's nonfiction, as he
always provides some interesting anecdotes, and also some wisdom-filled tales that he passes to
his readers. Carter hardly ever preaches, and I for one appreciate it.. But because the church is
definitely a big part of his lifestyle, he did discuss his own participation with his church and did
quote several times in appropriate places as he discussed problems on aging.I have to admit I'm
rather biased because I have always admired the work Jimmy Carter has done since his
presidency. Knowing about the nice works he's done in the past few decades, I really do not find
it difficult at all to observe that he's also still left his tag in his writings. He's distributed to the
world what he has discovered through his personal past experiences as a boy, a dad, and
grandfather, in addition to Governor and President of america. I'm slowly collecting all of his
books therefore considerably have enjoyed what I've read. I've work to do for setting up and
executing my priorities, which at the moment I write isn't apparent to me. It is a assortment of
thoughts and ramblings of ageing gracefully, from his perspective. Carter continues to spead his
amazing understanding from living life. Mr. Learn a bit of life! Retiree learning to be useful and
savoring peace and happiness. This book is outstanding in setting up the concepts and actions
which may be taken to any retiree, me included, and that helped me to put into perspectives
how to proceed with the remaining time of my life. It has trained me to determine a fresh
purpose for my life and re-dedicate my life. THE VIRTUES OF Ageing had not been as structured
as a few of his additional books have already been, but I don't think it was meant to be. Excellent
read! Presidential Honesty! It had been both entertaining, useful, and encouraging seniors to be
productive and get the most out of life! A Little bit Dull and Disappointing I've been a enthusiast
of Mr. I am so content President Carter wrote this publication. The Virtues of Aging was
disappointing.It really is an easy go through and is reflective of the man himself, humble and
sincere. As usual, he is quite candid as he writes about his own life, his marriage to Rosalyn, and
recounts tales about his family and friends. The losses one experiences through the ageing
procedure .. I really like this book. President Carter writes that the life span cycle has a beginning
and an ending.thus candid and real. Thank you, President Carter, for re-directing my entire life.
Five Stars Another great book from Jimmy Carter that covers aging. I enjoyed this book very
much. What an inspirational publication. In fact, in this particular book he admits (by the end)
that he tried to refrain from quoting very much from the bible, as he experienced it could detract
from this issue.. It is a time for finding new passions and perhaps even a new or renewed
purpose... Types attitude and ones faith makes the journey better. I was expecting something
more reflective like Donald Hall's Essays After Eighty.It made me want to read more of his books.
Five Stars Thank you Keep living life Simply good advice written in a very down-to-Earth manner I
recommend it Full of wisdom and love. This reserve is worth reading. Great guidance for people
of any age and walks of lifestyle. I recommend the book. Excellent book Excellent Arrived as



promised.
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